For any perfect number 1 expressed in the form n~aoai • • • a t , where
and po, pi, • • • , p t are the distinct prime factors of n, it can be shown that a unique one of the prime powers a* has an even divisor sum a (ai). Throughout we shall suppose that the primes pi and hence the prime powers a» to be so numbered that the condition for n to be perfect may be written in the form
For the even perfect numbers, which are the only kind known, it is well known that po = 2 q --l 1 ao = l, pi z =2, ai = q -1, t = l, where q is any prime such that 2 tf -1 is also prime. Then <ri = 2 g -l=a 0 and cro = 2 fl~1 = ai so that (To and ai are the prime powers a 0 and ai in rereverse order. It is natural to inquire whether there may exist odd perfect numbers such that analogously (r 0 , <ri, • • • , <r t are the prime powers ao, #i, • • • , a t in a different order. In the following it will be proved that no odd perfect numbers of this form can exist.
We first establish an algebraic identity. Throughout this paper the product notation HJ-aff»-^s use d with the convention that IT^x» ^ 1 if a>b. t\ n <* -1) ri e t ] -n « -n (« -D-PROOF. The identity holds for / = 2, both members reducing to ci+Ci-l. Proceeding by induction, assume the identity holds for t = m. Multiplying both members by c m+ i and addingII^i(^-l), we have
the first and last members of which are the members of the required identity for J = w + 1, thus completing the induction. For an odd integer n = a 0 #i • • • a% to be perfect a well known necessary condition is that with the p's numbered according to (1 
Then the required divisors are We are now able to prove our theorem. Without loss of generality we may suppose that the p's are numbered recursively in the following manner: po has already been chosen in accord with (1) (or (5), which amounts to the same thing). Choose as pi that prime pi for which ai = ao, as pi that prime pj for which aj = <ri, and in general choose as p m that prime p r for which a r = <T m -i> This process can be continued until a prime pu is reached such that <Tk = ai with l<k so that we cannot set au+i^a^ We shall now show that this cannot occur until the primes have been completely numbered; that is, when k = t, and then 7 = 0. First suppose 0<Kk^t. The only remaining possibility is, then, k = t, 1 = 0. Thus the p's, and hence the a's, have been completely numbered as follows:
In view of (5) and Lemma 2, we must have ao = l, since otherwise i 9 47l
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(To would not be a power of a prime. Now, evaluating the cr's, equations (11) become (12) Eliminating p 0 from (15) gives ( 
( II fc*< -2)^ -£ 6, Il itf< +1 = 0.
Multiplying byH«-i(£™ 1) and using (13) (23) is impossible since pi^3. (24) is also impossible, since the right member is even while the left member, being the product of odd primes, is odd. Thus the assumption that n is perfect leads to a contradiction, and the theorem is proved. Our results may evidently be restated in the following form :
COROLLARY. If n = a^ai • • • a t is an odd perfect number, at least two of the divisor sums cr(a») must have a common factor greater than 1.
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